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 This book reveals the mystery of “Christ” and the “Kingdom of God” that were placed “here a little”
and “there a little” in the words of the bible that were written “line upon line" (Isaiah 28:9-11). In

other words these scattered mysteries which are in the form of hidden parables or dark sayings have
to be gathered together as one so you can see the truth. These mysteries are revealed using the

"pure language" of numbers and the "another tongue" which is English. I believe the “ancient” bible
was designed to be deciphered using “modern” technics. Once you finish this book you will realize

God hid the mystery in plain sight in the title of his book in the four letter word of “Holy” bible. I have
listed Jesus birth, crucifixion and resurrection dates along with prophecy including “Abaddon” or “A
bad don.” I have listed the biblical meanings of the signs of the zodiac and the hidden meanings to

the nine planets using the Holy Bible as the key. I have also listed the meaning behind the 9-11
dates and the meaning of the two towers becoming one tower. Once you understand the design of
Christ who is the WORD of God, you will understand why the “Kingdom of God” is actually “within
you”. Prepare yourself for an eye opener. It will look like blasphemy! Most Hebrews and Christians

will not investigate a path if they deem it to be evil. Because they are superstitious and believe they
will be punished for even attempting to investigate such a path. Well how do you know if a path is

evil if you won’t walk it to get to the truth? This line of thinking are the scales that cover their eyes. It
is this line of thinking that is a huge stumbling block. You can’t understand one side of the coin

thoroughly without understanding its contrast. I know why Jesus gave the keys to Peter. Because the
key that unlocks the bible is in one of the books of Peter. If you want to know why a man and woman

or the two become one or why the bible only has two testaments but it is one book, then read this
book. I know why the two cherubim on the Ark of the Covenant were beaten out of one piece of gold
and why they are mirror images. I know that the twins Pharez and Zerah names are mirror images of
each other with the exception of the letter “P” and I know what it means. So I know they are identical

twins even though they aren’t described in detail. I know why Jacob was really holding onto Esau’s
heel when they came out of the womb or creation and then were divided in two. I also know why
Esau was described as a hairy (masculine) man and Jacob was described as a smooth (feminine)
man. I know why Pharez and Zerah were born from their mother Tamar which means “Palm tree”

which is hermaphroditic. So I know they sprang from a hermaphroditic source, metaphorically
speaking. I know the hidden meaning behind Moses parting the Red (blood) sea into two sides. I
know why King Solomon was really going to part a son into two sides. I know why God hates the

older and loves the younger son. I know why darkness came first (alpha) and light came last (omega)
in creation. I know why a day begins in the evening (darkness) and ends in the morning (light) on the

Hebrew calendar. I know why Noah sent out a raven or black bird (darkness) first and a dove or
white bird (light) last. I know why darkness always comes first. I know why there were 3 hours of
light and 3 hours of darkness when Jesus was crucified in the New Testament. Which is a mirror

image of when darkness came first and light came last in the Old Testament. I know why the Jews kill
the sacrificial lamb at twilight which means when the two lights of darkness and light are equal. I

know why Jesus was buried at twilight and why he was resurrected at dawn when the two lights were
even. Perfect “pH” is the balance between both sides. Once you finish this book, you should be able
to understand why. This book will rock the foundation of everything the Jews and Christians believe.
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